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TRY IT... YOU MIGHT LIKE IT!
By Marc Lipkin
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B

lues music is revered for its
timelessness. The best blues – no
matter how old – sounds as fresh and
visceral today as it did when first recorded.
The high-energy electric blues trio GA-20 –
guitarist Matt Stubbs, guitarist/vocalist Pat
Faherty, and drummer Tim Carman – know
this well.
Since first forming in 2018, GA20 has drawn inspiration for their primal,
original music from late 1950s/early 1960s
blues, R&B, and rock ‘n’ roll. They use rare
and vintage gear (including at times the
famed Gibson GA-20 amplifier for which
the band is named), creating powerfully raw,
driving music that is at once traditional and
refreshingly modern. The band’s dynamic
self-penned songs sound and feel as fresh and
real as the old blues they love and perform,
including songs by Otis Rush, J.B. Lenoir,
Howlin’ Wolf, Junior Wells, and especially
their favorite, Hound Dog Taylor
According to Stubbs, “Not enough
people know just how cool Hound Dog
Taylor was.” Legendary six-fingered Chicago
bluesman Theodore Roosevelt “Hound
Dog” Taylor always knew how he wanted
to be remembered, declaring, “When I die
they’ll say, ‘he couldn’t play shit, but he sure
made it sound good!’” His first full length
recording in 1971 was also the first album
on now world-famous Alligator Records,
Hound Dog Taylor & The HouseRockers. In
fact, label president Bruce Iglauer founded
Alligator for the sole purpose of recording
and releasing that album.
Fifty years later, Hound Dog Taylor &
The HouseRockers is considered a classic of
the genre, and Alligator boasts a catalog of
over 350 blues and roots rock releases. With
Taylor on wild slide guitar, Brewer Phillips
picking out the bass notes on his beat-up

Telecaster guitar, and Ted Harvey driving the
beat at breakneck speed, the band – playing
their second-hand instruments through thirdhand amps – made a loud, fast, and joyful
noise. Famed critic Robert Christgau referred
to them as “the Ramones of the blues.” At
the time, Iglauer figured, “If I love this band
and this music so much, everyone else will
love them too.”
Now, Colemine Records – working
in partnership with Alligator Records – will
release GA-20’s new full-length album, Try
It…You Might Like It! GA-20 Does Hound
Dog Taylor, featuring ten songs written or
performed by the Chicago blues legend.
From the fiery first single and album opener
“She’s Gone” to the blistering “Sadie” to the
all-time Hound Dog classic “Give Me Back
My Wig,” GA-20 deliver one electrifying
track after another. According to Stubbs,
“We feel a strong connection to the unique
setup of two guitars and drums with no bass,
and we all have a massive appreciation of
Hound Dog’s raw and no-frills sound. It’s
essentially what we try to do as a band.”
With 2021 marking the 50th
anniversary of both Alligator Records and
Hound Dog Taylor & The HouseRockers,
the timing for GA-20 to record these songs
seemed perfect. With the pandemic shutdown
and tour dates postponed, the band was ready
for something new. As fate would have it,
Iglauer, not knowing the band was under
exclusive contract, approached Stubbs about
a potential project with Alligator. Since GA20 was already committed to Colemine, the
idea to work together with Alligator on this
album was born.
Alligator continues its 50th anniversary
celebration by working with GA-20 and
Colemine Records to present a new album of

Hound Dog Taylor’s music, while the band gives their fans some of the most raw and
honest performances imaginable with Try It…You Might Like It!
According to Colemine Records owner Terry Cole, Try It…You Might Like It is a natural
fit for both labels. “Teaming up with Alligator for this release feels like a perfect pairing!
Alligator was created to give Hound Dog Taylor a home, and over the last 50 years, the label
has established itself as a perennial winner in the blues world. With GA-20, we’re really
excited about applying some of the old-school production techniques found on most of
our soul records to the blues genre. Using just a few mics and recording live, all together in
one room, is really what makes so many classic blues, soul, and R&B records so special!”
Alligator’s Iglauer is thrilled to be working with the band. “GA-20 absolutely glory in
the rough-edged, unvarnished Chicago blues of Hound Dog Taylor & The HouseRockers.
GA-20 are among the very few artists who have captured the band’s raw essence. Hound
Dog would be proud that they are delivering his music so well. They rock the house!”
Heading into the recording session for Try It…You Might Like It!, the plan was
to keep everything as true to the way Hound Dog recorded as possible. Stubbs spoke to
Iglauer on several occasions to get info on those early sessions and for the details of the
guitars and amps that Hound Dog and Brewer used. Stubbs explains, “Pat and I searched
out four 1960’s Teisco/Kingston guitars to find the one with the closest tone to Hound
Dog’s original, and Pat used a vintage 1960’s Silvertone amp – the same as Hound Dog.
I used a vintage Telecaster and a vintage Fender amp like Brewer Phillips played.”
They tracked the songs in under two days, live, all in one room, and in no more
than three takes per song, just as Hound Dog Taylor & The HouseRockers did. Stubbs
continues, “Our essential goal was to capture the spirit and vibe of Hound Dog Taylor &
- PHOTOGRAPHY © COURTESY GA-20

The HouseRockers and (Hound Dog’s second album) Natural Boogie, and I believe we
did just that.”
According to Stubbs, “Some music is more than just music, it comes with a feeling.
To me, Hound Dog was raw and visceral, and all of these things that really appeal to me
and that I try to bring to my own approach on guitar. It was an exciting challenge to try to
embody that on this record, in playing and production.”
Guitarist Faherty agrees, saying, “Hound Dog is everything I want to be in blues.
No one else today even comes close.” And Carman still can’t get enough of that drum
sound. “In my opinion, Ted Harvey is one of the most underrated and underappreciated
drummers of all time. I learned a lot from studying Harvey’s playing, especially the way
he interacted with Brewer and Hound Dog while still maintaining a driving groove. His
ride cymbal playing was one of a kind.”
Matt Stubbs is a 12-year veteran (and still a member) of blues master Charlie
Musselwhite’s touring band. He’s performed with James Cotton and John Hammond,
among many others. Faherty played rock and metal guitar until he was bitten by the blues
bug. The two met in Boston, and their mutual love of traditional electric blues, R&B, and
rock ‘n’ roll led them to write, perform and eventually record their modern vision of this
life-altering music. Upon forming in 2018, GA-20 quickly began to draw a following,
and the band soon signed with acclaimed soul/R&B label Colemine Records, releasing
their debut, Lonely Soul, in 2019 to widespread critical and popular acclaim. The album
- PHOTOGRAPHY © COURTESY GA-20

RISING STARS • SEASONED VETERANS

BADASS DEBUTS • WORLD-CLASS BLUES

premiered in the #2 position on the Billboard Blues Chart. Their EP Live Vol. 1 seemingly
came out of nowhere to debut at #1 a year later. Medium.com declared, “This is the kind
of music that travels through time while taking from the era where it was born and turning
it into something fresh. Dirty and raw…timeless and modern.”
GA-20 hit the road hard, performing live at every opportunity, earning new fans at
every club, concert hall and festival they played from coast to coast. Now with Try It…
You Might Like It! GA-20 Does Hound Dog Taylor, GA-20 unleashes this timeless, down
and dirty music, making it breathe and live as forcefully today as it did back when Hound
Dog Taylor was spitting fire. Alligator’s Iglauer says, “No one made a more wonderfully
glorious racket than Hound Dog, Brewer Phillips and Ted Harvey.” GA-20 certainly
comes close, as the racket made by Matt Stubbs, Pat Faherty and Tim Carman is also
pretty damn glorious. “Ultimately,” says Stubbs, “we think Hound Dog fans and blues
fans will love this record, and we’re proud to bring his sound to a new audience.” -BMO

Order Today
Click Here
- PHOTOGRAPHY © COURTESY GA-20
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BOOK REVIEW
THE BLUES: THE AUTHENTIC NARRATIVE OF MY MUSIC AND
CULTURE
By Chris Thomas King
Chicago Review Press

T

he thundering sounds you are hearing are the
decades old columns of accepted beliefs detailing
the origins of the blues crumbling. Through this wellresearched and meticulously footnoted book (over
300), Chris Thomas King has set out to disprove many
of the widely held assumptions that for decades have
publicized the birth of the blues. Central to Thomas
King’s thesis is that the birth story of the blues was
mainly a convenient invention of a blues press of
White historians, musicologists, and record collectors
that ignored its New Orleans legacy.
I own nearly 150 books about all aspects of the blues.
Less than 15 are by Black authors, and most of them,
Honeyboy Edwards, Henry Townsend, Bobby Rush, Big Bill Broonzy, and B.B.
King, are biographical, first person, biographical accounts. Only LeRoi Jones’
Blues People offers a description of blues origins from within the culture.
Take a moment and let that sink in. Of 150 books about the histories of blues,
soul, R&B, etc. on my bookshelves, Thomas King’s book is the first written by an
African-American that thoroughly charts the historical elements that birthed the
blues. Remember Kelly Ann Conway’s proclamation about “alternative facts”?
Thomas King presents his researched facts as a counter argument to long held
beliefs and opinions that formed the basis of the birth of the blues.
Thomas King’s major thesis is that the blues was created – not by poor
sharecroppers from the Mississippi Delta that was spread by White sociologists,
folklorists, and record collectors – but rather was birthed by highly skilled Creole
musicians in New Orleans during the 1890s. Thomas King identifies musicians
like Buddy Bolden, Jelly Roll Morton, and King Oliver as the early practitioners
of a rich music called “bleus.”

“Voices like Johnny Tucker’s barely exist
anymore ... His powerful pipes testify to
a lifetime proudly spent singing and
living the blues in ways that are no
longer possible.”
- Bill Dahl, Music Journalist
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BOOK REVIEW

Because of the city’s rich orchestra traditions, these were musicians who could
read and write music. Thomas King writes, “The blues movement that began in
the 1890s was a minimalist art movement where musicians such as Buddy Bolden,
Jelly Roll Morton, and King Oliver led small minimalist Creole orchestras,
breaking with New Orleans’ long tradition of Black classical orchestras.” As
such, he continues that, “in 1896, a discordant sound, soon to be called the blues,
began reverberating across New Orleans.”
This avant-garde, creative expression was meant to “celebrate subversion,
discordance, and freedom of expression among Louisiana Blacks…” Thus, he
explains, that because this music was liberating, “among God-fearing Christians,
the blues was deemed the music of the devil.”
From there, Thomas King chronicles the circuitous journeys of these men
and others as they spread this cutting-edge sound. Here are some facts offered
that might, with a reader’s open-minded consideration, dispel some long-standing
myths.
Consider that when Jelly Roll Morton played in the Mississippi Delta
between 1907 and 1908, Charley Patton was only about 14 and had just started
playing guitar and Robert Johnson wasn’t born yet. When Morton traveled to New
York City in 1911, stride pianist James P. Johnson, an impressionable 17-yearold, was there to witness Morton’s blues style.
Consider that by 1925, New Orleans guitarist Lonnie Johnson had recorded
over 100 sides and, since many African-Americans in the South owned record
players, his guitar style was well-known to Delta forerunners like Patton and
Robert Johnson who would have been very familiar with Lonnie’s contemporary
stylings. Play Johnson’s 1925 “Mr. Johnson’s Blues,” recorded years before
Patton et al recorded, and see if you don’t hear a style of playing and singing that
was revolutionary to any aspiring Delta guitar player. Consider that B.B. King
said, “Lonnie Johnson was my biggest influence.” Or that Mississippi John Hurt
met Johnson at his 1928 Okeh session in NYC and both played together at an
after party in Harlem.
Thomas maintains that “the Delta blues of Charlie Patton, Robert Johnson,
Mississippi John Hurt, and their contemporaries were all rural derivatives of
Lonnie Johnson’s cosmopolitan blues…in contrast, Lonnie Johnson’s blues was
indigenous…learned on the streets of New Orleans long before blues made it’s
way to phonograph records.” Why isn’t Johnson then lauded as the forerunner
of Delta blues? Thomas King believes that Johnson did not fit into the folklorist/
record collector narrative of the downtrodden Delta sharecropper.
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BOOK REVIEW
He also asks us to consider the motives of researchers like the Lomax father
and son team or song-catcher Dorothy Scarborough who searched for Negro
songs throughout the South that reinforced a primitivism creation they believed.
And there are a host of other names and topics to digest: W.C. Handy and
his 1890s associations with New Orleans musicians, including one whom he
heard in Tutwiler in 1903; H.C. Speir, the late 1920s Delta talent scout who lived
in New Orleans in the early 1920s before discovering blues talent; the conflicting
literary and artistic ideas of the Harlem Renaissance about intellectual versus
primitive art; the folk blues craze of the early 1960s which celebrated a certain
blues aesthetic; Tom Wilson’s effect on the early recordings of Bob Dylan and
others; and so much more that one’s highlighter might actually dry up.
Thomas King asks us to reconsider Dixieland,” the pejorative label assigned
to bands like Louis Armstrong or King Oliver that played this unique AfricanAmerican music. Or the label given to the blues of Louisiana, “Swamp” blues.
Do those labels somehow denigrate that music?
These are just some of the many examples that support Thomas King’s
thesis.
Other major sections of the book detail the career Thomas King’s father,
Tabby – his recordings, touring, and 1979 founding his Baton Rouge club, The
Blues Box, and his 1981 founding of the Baton Rouge Blues Festival. Amid
problems, racial and economic, Tabby endured.
Another major area of the book is the examination of Thomas King’s own
career in the blues. His rise from sideman son to international star has had its
own share of obstacles. Central to that was Thomas King butting heads with
the keepers of blues who felt his vision was too contemporary, that he was not
adhering to the accepted dogma that, to be authentic, blues must come from the
downtrodden.
His trials and tribulations with record labels illustrates the age-old unfair
take-over of one’s artistic career by the so-called suits in high rise offices.
Intellectual creativity to be shipped off over and over as catalogues or labels or
publishers or lawyers’ profit by selling off their pieces, while the creators see
nothing but unexplained fees.
Finally, Thomas King spends time in Mali, Nigeria, and West Africa to
deconstruct the myth that blues has its origins there.

BOOK REVIEW
To me, this is an important book which asks the reader to reconsider long
held beliefs about the origins of the blues. It makes me wonder if and when
it’s possible for two truths to exist simultaneously. How much influence did the
surviving recordings play into the historical narrative? Would the narrative change
if we had recordings from the 1890s by Buddy Bolden, Jelly Roll Morton, and
King Oliver?
Is that why Morton’s 1938 Library of Congress recordings for Alan Lomax,
which might have shed new light on the origins of the blues, were locked away
until Lomax died in 2002 and finally released as a Grammy-winning, eight CD
set in 2005? Imagine what his songs and interviews would have done to Lomax’s
Land Where The Blues Began theories.
In all, Chris Thomas King presents a thorough examination of many longheld beliefs that maybe should be reexamined in greater detail before that blues
press of White historians, musicologists, and record collectors simply ignore this
scholarly presentation.
Remember the second-class citizenship of Negro League baseball, which
until recently, was thought to be merely a poor imitation of accepted baseball
history. Now, after decades of painstaking research by African-Americans, those
statistics have been accepted into the Baseball Hall of Fame record books as
important as the accomplishments of White players. Thus, Josh Gibson’s and
Satchel Paige’s contributions are currently thought to be as important as their
White counterparts. Think about how the story might change if Gibson is
ultimately crowned the sport’s true home run king.
With over 300 footnotes from a variety of sources about culture, music,
race relations, slavery, Afro-Creole culture, African-American literature, and
world history, Thomas King has done an impeccable job digging into what has,
over time, become accepted truths. What this book asks is that we, as individuals,
reexamine those histories and make sense of what should be added to the story of
the blues we tell. -BMO
– Art Tipaldi
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ALBUM REVIEW
DANNY KROHA
Detroit Blues
Third Man Records

C

harles Caleb Colton said, “Imitation is the
sincerest form of flattery.” Oscar Wilde added
the line “...that mediocrity can pay to greatness.”
Spin these 14 traditional tunes by Danny Kroha on
Detroit Blues and you will concur that mediocrity is
not in play. Take a Detroit musician with a history of
making garage and rock music and either give him an
epiphany or drop him into the Appalachian Mountains
and tell him he has to make his own instruments and
sing his way back home.
Danny Kroha has amazingly done just that. His vocals sound timeless and
wonderfully clear, and he plays all of the instruments. You can’t buy many of his
instruments at your local Guitar Center either. Bass is handled by either blowing
across a jug or a one string bass crafted to a railroad fire snake rail heater. Check out
his thumping work boots to add to the back-beat. In his take on “Adam And Eve,” he
makes use of a kazoo as he punctuates clever lines like, “Adam said to Eve, ‘move
that leaf and I’ve give you something to rattle your teeth!’” His old-timey take on
“House Of The Rising Sun” sounds like a long lost recording. There is hypnotic clawhammer type banjo that conjures up a minstrel feel. Heck, he even plays slide on his
banjo! Tambourine, jaw harp, and washboard are also audible.
Bo Diddley got his name from a self-made one-string instrument called a diddley
bow and Kroha uses this as part of his musical arsenal. The CD closes with “Up Above
My Head,” a lively strummed and sung gospel tune. Detroit Blues is a delightful listen
with a fidelity that would make all the old recordings seem obsolete. If you like the
pure sound of traditional American music, you would be well inclined to purchase
Detroit Blues and also pick up Kroha’s previous solo CD, Angels Watching Over Me,
which is in the same vein. It is also available in vinyl so it can sit on the same shelf
with all of your precious early recordings. Enjoy!
– Pete Sardon

ALBUM REVIEW
SKYLER ROGERS
Firebreather
Self-release

F

irebreather is the aptly titled album debut for
dynamic Chicago-based vocalist Skylar Rogers.
Recorded at Sawhorse Studios in St. Louis, her selfproduced full CD debut (she previously released an
EP) contains ten originals co-written with various
members of her Blue Diamonds band (guitarists
Steven J. Hill and Marty Gibson, bassist Jerry Ewing,
keyboardist Pete Zimmer, and drummer “Disco Fuzz”
Bradley Arl). Although there are vestiges of blues,
gospel, Southern rock, and funk, her overall sound is
described by Rogers as “soul-rockin’ music.”
Most of the tunes feature fat, crunchy, crashing chords, side-piercing leads,
swirling organ, propulsive bass, and muscular drumming in support of Ms. Rogers’
assertive vocals. My first impression of Ms. Rogers’ vocals was that of Denise LaSalle
if the late legend was inclined towards a harder soul-rock approach; she also evokes
Tina Turner at times. Ms. Rogers most comparable contemporary is the Motor City’s
Laura Rain.
Two tunes that define her no nonsense personality are the title track and “Hard
Headed Woman.” There are a variety of themes herein. There’s a paean to gratitude
with the slow rolling “Thankful,” a positive attitude about working with “Work” (“If
you got the job, I can do the work”), and a father’s important life lesson about learning
how to walk away from bad situations with “Like Father Like Daughter.” There are
two ballads high on her personal misery index wherein her anguish is made palpable:
“Failure” and “Drowning.”
The two tunes I most enjoyed were the uplifting gospel/country/blues amalgam
“Movin’ On,” reminiscent of the Staple Singers, and the strident shuffle-bump
“Insecurities,” a tune that advocates strength and resolve in dealing with shyness,
being profiled, and fears about what others think. Fans of the aforementioned Laura
Rain, of soul-rockers Tommy Castro & the Painkillers, and of fiery funk-rocker Dennis
Jones will want to check out Sklyar Rogers. Hopefully, she can hit the road in 2021 to
promote Firebreather, an auspicious debut that bodes well for her future.
– Thomas J. Cullen III

ALBUM REVIEW
DONNA HERULA
Band At The Door’
Self-release

C

hicago, of course, is known for its seminal and
continuing role as a center of electric band blues,
but Donna Herula is proof that acoustic performers
may also thrive there. A songwriter and guitar teacher
as well as performer, the Windy City native exhibits
her varied talents in this, her third album. She is aided
by the International Blues Challenge winners in the
Solo/Duo category, guitarist Jon Shain and bassist FJ
Ventre; the former produced and the latter engineered
the album, and both contribute their instrumental
skills. Herula’s husband, guitarist Tony Nardiello,
lends a welcome hand, especially with several backing

vocals.
The 14 tracks range from a danceable Chicago blues, “Can’t Wait To See My
Baby,” to a cover of the almost century-old Blind Willie Johnson devotional classic,
“The Soul Of A Man.” That concluding track is accompanied by Ventre’s spare bass
and the subdued harmonies of four backing singers, and Herula shows her chops on her
favored resonator guitar, as she does again on “Black Ice,” the set’s sole instrumental.
In a set replete with variety, several songs stand out. “Got What I Deserve,” cowritten with Shain, strays into country music territory and affords space for fiddler
Anne Harris to shine around the amusing lyrics: “At night the baby’s crying and I’m
tearing out my hair/While he lays there sleeping like a hibernatin’ bear…Then I wake
up in the morning and he’s strumming his guitar/He makes the baby giggle and their
smiles warm my heart.” It’s succeeded by “Who’s Been Cookin’ In My Kitchen,” a
clever double entendre tune with Herula singing and soloing on her acoustic guitar.
There are two songs about errant lovers, one in prison and the other in jail.
There is a cover of Bukka White’s 1940 “Fixin’ To Die,” Herula again tackling it
solo. There are tributes to the late radio programmer and pioneer Sonny Payne and
contemporary singer/songwriter Lucinda Jackson. A witty song delineates the plight
of a young person short of funds who is “Movin’ Back Home” with parents: “I love
my momma, don’t get me wrong/But she goes through my things when I am gone.”
Donna Herula’s acoustic guitar prowess and delicate soprano vocals highlight this
eclectic album.
– Dan Stevens
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ALBUM REVIEW
DAVE THOMAS
One More Mile
Blonde on Blonde Direct

F

rom South Wales in the United Kingdom, Dave
Thomas matured during the 1960s heyday of British
rock and roll and the blues revival. Since then his long
career has included forays into rock, folk, soul, and
straight Chicago blues. During the 2020 pandemic,
he collated and curated music extending back over the
last three decades, and One More Mile is the result. It’s
comprised of two originals and eight covers, revealing
Thomas in various guises during sessions with different
backing ensembles. The constant is Thomas’s smooth
tenor vocal, the focus of all tracks.
The first four tracks were recorded with the band of Cleveland, Ohio bluesman Travis
Haddix, where Thomas contributes all the harmonica and guitar work. It commences with a
cover of B.B. King’s classic “It’s My Own Fault,” a version over six minutes long bolstered
by the horns of Jeff Hager and Norman Tischler. Those horns, and organ by Tom Arnold,
are prominent in the jaunty and syncopated original “I Like My Chicken Fried,” and then
on the James Cotton title tune Thomas deploys some nice fretwork, although his harmonica
playing is almost inaudible. The mini-set ends with Thomas’ other original, “I’m A Poor
Boy,” his soul tenor vocal at the forefront. In sum, this quartet of tracks is pleasant, although
lacking in verve and zest.
The following three tunes all were composed by Tony Henderson, and all instruments
played by noted Irish musician Declan Sinott. Sinott’s acoustic guitar renderings are deft
and pleasing on the first two tracks, especially the brief “I Want The Blues,” a standard
twelve bar outing; then “There’s A Train” exhibits his mandolin chops.
The album terminates with the somewhat jarring inclusion of three tracks in
collaboration with the psychedelic/punk band The Groundhogs. The somewhat restrained
lead guitar on “The Garden” is replaced on both “Eccentric Man” and “Strange Town” with
crunching chords and screeching single notes in homage to Jimi Hendrix; “Eccentric Man”
sounds like an amalgam of Hendrix’s guitar riffs on his classic “Foxy Lady” with a Thomas
vocal reminiscent of Warren Zevon’s “Werewolf Of London.” One More Mile presents
Dave Thomas during three radically different versions of his long and eclectic blues career.
– Dan Stevens

ALBUM REVIEW
TOMMY Z
Plug In & Play”
South Blossom Records

T

ommy Z, based in western New York State, is a
blues radio host, guitar instructor, and composer
of music for film and television. He has entertained
U.S troops on multiple trips to foreign locales, as well
as touring in the U.S. During the course of his threedecade career, he has reaped a satchel-full of regional
music awards. Yet the man also makes time to perform
and to record music, much to our benefit. His new
album, apparently his fourth, provides a full hour
of pithy and potent blues-rock. Of the eleven songs,
three were wrought in cooperation with Grammy-winning producer and drummer
Tom Hambridge.
In addition to Hambridge, a long list of musicians collaborate here, with Tommy
Z dispensing vocals and lead guitar on all tracks. Bracketing the set are its two
instrumentals, “Pumpin’ (Let’s Have Fun)” and “Sticky Lips,” both ably supported by
drummer David Hulett, bassist Dave Herr, and organist Tom Scime. The former track
is upbeat and the latter more sedate; both sport some nifty tempo changes and detours
into jazz and funk terrain.
For those enticed by the provocative CD cover, displaying not too subtlety an
attractive blonde woman supine with her legs in the air, there are two double entendre
songs: “My Alarm Clock,” a shuffle, and the title track, a rocker introduced by some
crunching heavy metal chords. “X-Ray Girl” also delves into rock territory, with
Hambridge on vocal and percussion and noted session musicians Rob McNelly on
rhythm guitar and Tommy MacDonald on bass.
For variety, Tommy deals expertly with a slow blues, “Ain’t Gonna Wait,”
deploying his reedy voice adroitly and unleashing some really pretty guitar work. In
conclusion, a versatile quality release by an accomplished veteran bluesman.
– Dan Stevens
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ALBUM REVIEW
JOE LEWIS BAND
Up Next
Self-release

T

he fourth album by the Missouri-based Joe Lewis
Band is a self-produced effort that contains ten
originals clocking in at 31 minutes. Singer/songwriter/
guitarist Lewis and his rhythm section of drummer
Derrick Enyard and bassist Tom Cole are a purported
power trio; however, their sound is crisp, clean, and
uncluttered sans droning bombast and shock wave
shredding. Their predominant influences are blues,
funk, and Southern rock. They claim to play Christian
blues-rock although only three tunes have overtly
spiritual/Christian themes: “Jesus I Love The Way You Love,” a folk ballad, “Do
Your Work In Me,” late night mellow jazz, and “Defying Gravity,” a funky panegyric
to prayer (“When I pray before the Lord I’m defying gravity”).
Tunes concerned with love and desire are the SRV-styled shuffle “Baby Rocks
The Boat” (literally and metaphorically), romping rockabilly with “Can I Get With
You,” and two on the funky side: the lurching “I Like It” and the rump-pumping “Hot
Little Momma” featuring Biscuit Miller on bass. The somber “Broken Angel Of The
Delta” recalls a lost loved one. “Do Drop Inn,” the longest track at 3:51, is an account
of his blues epiphany. The frantic instrumental “Twang A Doodle Boom Boom” is part
rockabilly, part surf, plenty twang, and all flaming fretboard. Lewis’ tenor vocals are
clear without affectation or histrionics.
Blues, rock, and soul artists performing gospel and/or spiritual music is nothing
new. As I don’t follow any Christian rock artists or Christian blues-rock bands, I can’t
make any informed comparisons. Nonetheless, I imagine that the Joe Lewis Band has
to be one of the best at what they do in the Christian-blues rock category.
– Thomas J. Cullen III

ALBUM REVIEW
THE J. & F. BAND
Me And The Devil
Long Song Records

T

he J. signifies Jaimoe, one of the founding drummers of The
Allman Brothers Band. The F., bass player Joe Fonda, leader
of an Italian jazz ensemble packed with enormous talent and
wide-open vision. Me And The Devil differs from last year’s souldrenched Cajun Blue as much as that album did from The J. & F.
Band’s 2018 debut, From The Roots To The Sky, which took straight
jazz on a circuitous, thrilling ride. This time, Jaimoe, Fonda,
drummer Tiziano Tononi, keyboardist Paolo “Pee Wee” Durante,
sax player Jon Irabagon, and violinist Emanuele “5P” Parrini have
built significantly on their jazz foundations by weaving in robust,
flexible rock, blues, and R&B often within the same song. Guest
guitarists Bobby Lee Rodgers, David Grissom, and Scott Sharrard
color the seven sprawling numbers with vibrant personality.
“Tizville” ignites the album with a stretch of be-bopping funk
that highlights each player’s expertise and calls to mind Tower of Power, right down to author Bobby
Lee Rodgers’ urban vocalizing, and the way he goes to town on it with a vengeance on guitar. Next, a
completely captivating, avant-garde take on Robert Johnson’s “Me And The Devil Blues” ensues. Two
minutes of melody-razing settles into a spooky groove perfectly befitting Johnson’s “Hello Satan” lyric.
Scott Sharrard is the final link in the chain of incredible, uniquely-tasteful “Allman” guitarists, having
spent nine years in Gregg Allman’s band and several of those as his musical director. But he’s also one
hell of a soul singer. Here on this classic blues, and later when he leads the band through a tremendous,
dangerous slink through Little Feat’s “Spanish Moon” (Sharrard’s now a member of Little Feat), he
proves himself a master of nuance through voice and strings.
Jaimoe, a jazz disciple who played with Otis Redding and Sam & Dave before joining the Allman
Brothers, provides the nimble swing throughout the album; Tononi handles its explosive power. At the
outset of “Seven Seas Crossing,” their four sticks flutter and fly in tribute to jazz great Max Roach, with
Irabagon accenting the workout with blurts of Ornette Coleman on his sax for good measure. But once the
song takes off, it’s on a stout, fascinating journey. Similarly, “Hendrix Lane Long” begins as if in space,
the scratchy flourishes of notes a reminder of Jimi’s mindset perhaps. But it suddenly blossoms into a
marching, theatrical rock number, its unusual groove kept earthbound by David Grissom’s guitar, stinging
like a bumblebee buzzing around a Lone Star roadhouse.
The twenty-minute finale, “Nothing Matters,” builds to its takeoff with interpretations of melodies
within “Amazing Grace” and Dickey Betts’ Allman Brothers opus, “Les Brers In A Minor.” Once airborne,
the mesmerizing, twisting and turning improvisation of it includes smidgeons of Grateful Dead here,
Santana there, and Return To Forever everywhere. The guitars scrape, horns squawk, and Parrini’s violin
saws as if torn between the hills and an elegant concert hall. Durante’s piano solo provides sharp, beautiful
focus.
The scope and complexity of Me And The Devil startles the senses. These are serious players,
playing seriously and with abandon at once. Fans of jazz, blues, and jam, and certainly any true Allman
Brothers enthusiast, will find so much to immerse themselves in here.
– Tom Clarke

ALBUM REVIEW
ERROL LINTON
No Entry
Bra$$dog Records

E

rrol Linton has been on the British blues scene for
30 years, starting as a London busker and eventually
rising to prominence as one of the top bluesmen in the
UK. Despite this, the singer/songwriter/harp player has
remained more or less unknown in the US. No Entry –
Linton’s sixth studio album, released late last year – is
also relatively hard to find here.
Recorded at London’s Toe Rag Studios as if Linton and
his band were playing their Wednesday gig at Brixton’s
Effra Tavern, it maintains an easygoing vibe that belies the
quintet’s tightness. The album’s 11 tracks (nine originals)
are divided into two numerically equal but stylistically
different halves separated by an instrumental interlude
(“Excerpt From Brixton Rush Hour Boogaloo”).
The first half features surefooted, up-tempo blues, highlighted by the infectious, Sonny
Boy styled “Fools For Love” and the funky “Rain In Your Life.” Both are built around basic
lyrics (as most of the songs on No Entry are) and sung by Linton in a husky, relaxed way
that rides with and adds to the powerfully driven music the band is laying down. That noted,
it’s “No Entry Blues,” the wee hours instrumental opening the album, that jumps out. It’s
more a mood than a soloing platform. Linton’s playing on it is also indicative of his harp
style: skillfully understated and ensemble oriented, it’s all about whatever the tune needs to
make it fly.
An instrumental also starts the second half of No Entry. However, “Speak Easy”
– though atmospheric – comes as much from the Islands as it does from Mississippi and
Chicago, and it sets the tone for everything (except the Sonny Boy cover “Got To Move”)
that follows. This includes a chilled out version of the Wolf’s “Howlin’ For My Darlin’”
which – as inherently bizarre as that concept may seem – sounds as if that’s the way it’s
always been done. This is followed by “Love You True,” which continues the second half’s
natural blending of blues and reggae.
No Entry is possible because of Linton and his band’s skill, adaptability, and
cohesiveness. They’ve been together for years and it sounds like it; Adam Blake (guitar),
Petar Živković (piano/organ), Lance Rose (upright bass), and Kendrick Rowe (drums) all
excel, creating with the Brixton Harp Boss a style of blues that is undeniably unique and
cool, while remaining reflective of who and where they are.
– Matthew MacDonald

ALBUM REVIEW
OLIVER WOOD
Always Smilin’
Thirty Tigers

O

liver Wood has been the man at the microphone
for the Wood Brothers band for nearly 20
years, which means he spent a lot of his life on the
road until the pandemic put the brakes to nomadic
touring. So instead he’s fashioned a solo album,
which means his brother Chris did something else
(perhaps as part of Medeski, Martin, & Wood) while
Jano Rix, the third member of the Wood Brothers,
helped by co-producing several tracks and adding
a bit of drumming.
The album apparently came together in
piecemeal fashion, in spurts and splicings, though
it doesn’t feel that way. Wood’s Nashville pals and those passing through town
would stop by his place and end up jamming. Good parts then became songs, other
friends would add embellishments, and suddenly an 11-song album was ready to be
pressed and jacketed.
If you don’t know Wood’s voice, he sounds as though he grew up singing
in backwoods Southern churches and at tent-show revivals rather than his actual
origins as a Coloradan. There’s a Pentecostal fervor to his vocals reminiscent of
Leon Russell and Delaney Bramlett. In fact, such songs as “Roots,” “Soul of This
Town” and “Molasses” could easily have been tracks alongside Russell’s “Delta
Lady” or “Shoot Out on the Plantation.”
And just as Russell and Bramlett often had famous supporting musicians
(including George Harrison and Eric Clapton), Wood has some notable collaborators,
including Susan Tedeschi and her bandmate Tyler Greenwell, Phil Cook from Hiss
Golden Messenger, Ted Pecchio (Doyle Bramhall and Col. Bruce Hampton bands),
John Medeski, Phil Madeira, and seven or eight other musicians.
But make no mistake: Always Smilin’ is an Oliver Wood album, with his
vocals and guitar playing the epicenter of each track. It’s the result of using downtime wisely.
–Bill Wasserzieher
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